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Abstract 
identifying the nature loop from the loop decoys is an important problem in protein structure prediction. We develop 
the layer potential energy function based on Bayesian theorem which is used to test the loop decoys. The results 
show that the layer potential energy function is efficient for selecting nature loop structure from loop decoys. The 
information gained from the studies on layer potential energy function will provide valuable insights for 
understanding protein structure and protein design. 
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1.Introduction:  
The study of proteins has occupied biochemists for well over a century. Proteins are the elementary 
blocks that execute biological functions in living organisms. There are many types of proteins in nature 
that carry out various complicated activities. An understanding of structure leads to an understanding of 
function and mechanism of action. Therefore, structural knowledge of protein is a vital if we are to 
proceed to a complete understanding of life at the molecular level. Proteins are generally composed of 
20 different kinds of amino acids and a protein molecule is composed of a certain number of the 
different types of amino acids bonded end-to-end in a linear chain somewhat like a string of beads (Kim 
& Wilbur., 2001)[1]. For many proteins the arrangement of amino acids in the linear chain is sufficient 
to determine the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the folded molecule in its natural state (some 
molecules have strong interactions with other molecules which affect their structure, Eisenberg, 1999). 
The unique 3D structure thus determined is referred to as the native structure of the protein. On 
thermodynamic grounds this is believed to be the unique lowest energy configuration of the molecule 
(Anfinsen, 1973). Different amino acid pairs attract or repel each other with varying strengths and this 
determines the outcome of folding. 
Large numbers of protein structures have been determined by experimental methods and data for 
these structures have been compiled in the protein data bank (PDB) (Abola et al., 1987). Experimental 
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methods for protein structure determination, such as X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, are 
time consuming and not successful with all protein; consequently, three-dimensional structures have 
been determined for only a tiny fraction of proteins for which the amino acid sequence is known. As a 
result of the Human Genome Project and related efforts, protein data accumulate at an accelerating rate 
(Sanchez & Sali., 1997).  Since there are over one million protein sequences deposited in GENBANK 
and only 70695 (2011.1.18) protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). This gap is likely to 
increase because the genome sequencing projects are producing a few hundred thousand protein 
sequences each year, while only a few thousand of them have their structures determined by X-ray 
crystallography or NMR spectroscopy ( Fiser et al ., 2000 ). 
Any algorithm that attempts to predict protein structure requires a discriminatory function that can 
distinguish between correct and incorrect conformation (Samudrala & Moult 1998). A class of 
discriminatory functions is knowledge –based. These functions compile parameters from tendencies 
observed in a database of experimentally determined protein structures (Wodak & Rooman, 1993). An 
efficient approach to obtain energy function is the knowledge-based statistical potential that extracts 
interaction energies directly from knows protein structures (Tanaka and Scherage 1976). Obviously one 
will expect to find close contact more frequently those pairs of amino acids, which have the greatest 
attraction for each other. This suggests that statistical methods may be used to recover an approximation 
to the actual energies of interaction for pairs of amino acids (Finkelstein et al., 1995; Mirny and 
Shakhnovich, 1996; Thomas and Dill, 1996) from the database of structures. A number of methods have 
been used to construct such potentials (Bryant and Lawrence, 1993; Crippen, 1996; Godzik, 1996 ;). The 
results of such an analysis are commonly known as contact energies. Given the contact energies, any 
protein structure that is known with reasonable accuracy can be analyzed to determine which amino acid 
positions are in contact and the potentials can be summed up.  
The regions of protein structures that do not belong to regular secondary structural units are all 
grossed under the term “loop”. Unlike secondary structure units, the conformations of loops are more 
like coils (Swindells et al. 1995). Loop-structure prediction is a nontrivial mini-protein folding problem, 
especially if the loop length is longer than eight residues (Zhang et al, 2004). There are two main 
approaches for loop prediction. The ab initio methods involve energy-based (or score-biased) 
conformational search (Fine et al. 1986; Moult and James 1986a, b; Bruccoleria and Karplus 1987; Rapp 
and Friesner 1999; Galaktionov et al. 2001; Xiang et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2004), whereas the database 
that fits most to the loop region (Greer 1980; Burker et al. 2000; Burke and Deane 2001). The 
combination of the two approaches has also been proposed (Chothia et al. 1986; Van Vlijmen and 
Karplus 1997; Deane and Bluudell 2001). The key for the success of prediction is an accurate 
conformational sampling (or search) of near-native conformations and an accurate energy function that 
selects the near-native conformations as the lowest (free) energy conformation.  
We develop the layer potential energy function based on Bayesian theorem which is used to test the 
loop decoys. The results show that the layer potential energy function is efficient for selecting nature 
loop structure from loop decoys. The information gained from the studies on layer potential energy 
function will provide valuable insights for understanding protein structure and protein design. 
2.Methods 
In the Bayesian theorem, if we divide the possible conformation of a protein structure or piece of 
structure into two subsets, the set of conformations from the experimental structure we regard as correct 
conformations, and the rest, the set of incorrect structures. If we pick a conformation random, statistic 
the distance of atom-atom, we can get a set of distances. We are suspicious that this is a correct set. How 
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can we evaluate whether that is the case? What we want to know is P (Correct set | a distance set); i.e. 
the posterior probability of the hypothesis that the conformation is correct of the data gives the observed. 
We can calculate posterior probabilities using Bayes’ theorem,  
( | ) ( )( | )
( )
P Y X P XP X Y
P Y
=
                                                       (1) 
The event ‘the conformation is correct set’ corresponds to X in (1) and ‘distance set’ corresponds to Y, 
so  
( | ) ( )( | )
( )
P d set correct set P correct setP correct set d set
p d set
− − −− − = −                                 (2) 
Where the d-set denoted distance set. If we making an approximation that all distances are 
independent of one another, then: 
( | ) ( | )i j
ij
P d set correct set P d atom atom correct set− − = − − −∏
                                (3) 
( ) ( )i j
ij
P d set P d atom atom− = − −∏
                                             (4) 
It then follows that:
( | )
( | ) ( )
( )
i j
ij i j
P d atom atom correct set
P correct set d set P correct set
P d atom atom
− − −− − = − − −∏           (5) 
( )P correct set−  is a constant independent of conformation for a given amino acid sequence, 
and is not considered further. 
( )i jP d atom atom− − , The probability of observing such a distance in 
any structure, correct or incorrect set, which was made an approximation of equaling all combinations of 
atom types at all observed distances that divided layer factor.
( | )i jP d atom atom correct set− − −
This is derived directly from experimental structures. We use a log form of equation (5). Then we use a 
function F proportional to the negative log conditional probability for the structure is correct, give a set 
of distance. Then we established a layer potential energy function ( , , )aF i j l , the atom-atom layer 
potential energy ( , , )aF i j l  between atom types i and j that are distance al  apart-distance. We 
divided the distances observed into 2.7Å apart-distance, ranging from 0 to 27 Å, resulting total of 10 
distance al  apart-distances (a =1, 2, …,10).  
( , , ) / ( , , )
( , , ) ln a
o a o al
a
a aa
N i j l N i j l
F i j l δ δ= −
∑
∑                                          (5) 
Where aδ is a layer factor, 3 3( 1)a a aδ = − − , the ( , , )o aN i j l  is the number of  (i, j) pairs within 
the apart-distance 
al
 observed in a given structure database. ( , , )
a
o al
N i j l∑  is the number of atom 
i to atom j observed for all apart-distances. aaδ∑  is the total number of all aδ .  The Layer potential 
energy function is denoted to LP energy function as follow. Residue specific atomic types were used 
(167 atomic types) (Samudrala and Moult 1998; lu and Skolnick 2001; Zhang et al 2004). A set of 242 
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non-homologous monomeric protein crystal structures was extracted from the Protein Data Bank 
( Bernstein et al.1977 ) with the program PDB_SELECT ( Hobohm and Sander, 1992 ) (maximum 
sequence identity 25% and crystallographic resolution ≤ 2.5 Å ). If it has two chains we only calculated 
the A chain. 
For a given conformation of a loop, the total LP (layer potential) energy of this loop is the sum of 
each LP energy of atom i to atom j in each al  apart-distance. F (loop) is the total value of LP energy of 
this loop (6). 
,
( ) ( , , )a
i j a
F loop F i j l=∑∑
                                                        (6) 
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the LP energy a loop decoys is used to test. The key for the 
success of the LP energy is that selects the native conformations as the lowest energy conformation. In 
this study the efficiency of LP energy is scored by index η and η is defined as: 
η = The number of loop decoys [ F(decoys) > F(nature ) ]/The number of all loop decoys          (7) 
Where F(decoy ) and F(nature ) is calculated by formula (6). F(decoys) is the LP energy of every 
loop structure from loop decoys. The F(nature) is the LP energy from the native loop structure.  
3.Results and discuss 
The target loop 1vfa_47-55 has 175 decoys, which was designed by Moult (1998). This set is 
attractive because RMSDs span a wide range of values (0.663 –5.287 Å, average is 2.35 Å). The results 
show that the energy range is between –35.1908 to –173.3878. We added the experimental 
conformations itself .The layer potential energy of the native loop is the lowest energy -193.733. The 
gap in energy between the native structure and the best decoy is 20.35.The native structure is easily 
selected using LP energy function (Figure 1). The horizontal line represents the energy of the native 
structure. The Lowest energy structures also possess native structure. However, this implies that the 
energy difference alone is not sufficient to determine whether the structure is “close” or “far” from the 
native state (Figure 1). Apparently, the energy function can pick out a native structure from those that 
are non-native, but dose not provide a simple way of determining “native-like character”, e.g. there is no 
correlation between RMSD and the energy difference (see also Martirenom et al., 1998; Lazaridis & 
Karplus. 1998; Fogolari & Tosatto.2005). This behavior also gives some insight into the co-operativity 
of protein folding. Once certain side-chains are displaced from the correct orientation, the energy is 
nearly equivalent to many other miss loop conformations. This makes clear the difficulty of protein 
structure predictions, since it shows how easy it is to “miss” the native state unless all the essential 
elements are correct. Figure 2 show that 1vfa_47-55 native structure (Left) and an incorrect structure 
(Right) from the decoys. 
Figure 1 The LP energy of 1vfa_47-55 
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We have compared the performance of LP energy with DFIRE method using the same loop decoys. 
The results show that the LP energy is better than the DFIRE method in this loop decoys. About DFIRE 
Energy details was given by Zhou and Zhou (2002). There is a weak correlation between the computed 
energy and the RMSD of loop decoys (1vfa_47-55). The coefficient is 0.23. The details of the test are 
shown in Table1.     
Table1. The identifying rates of 1vfa_47-55(9) loop decoys from DFIRE and LP energy 
1vfa_47-55(9) 
CαRMSD(Å) 
N LP Energy DFIRE Energy 
Average Range η Average Range η 
0.663～1.995 79 -117.717 -159.198 ～
-35.191 
100％ -5.728 -8.901 ～
5.004 
93 ． 7
％ 
2.010～2.998 53 -131.120 -167.632 ～
-41.651 
100％ -5.748 -8.636 ～
6.189 
96 ． 2
％ 
3.098～3.946 28 -137.029 -166.065 ～
-81.818 
100％ -2.460 -8.300 ～
25.491 
92 ． 9
％ 
4.062～5.287 15 -125.473 -173.388 ～
-72.231 
100％ -3.600 -8.402 ～
13.894 
80 ． 0
％ 
Total 175 -125.191 -35.191 ～
-173.388 
100％ -5.029 -8.901 ～
25.491 
93 ． 1
％ 
In this work, we analysis of the protein structure database with 167 residue specific atomic types and 
give a Layer factor to understand the mechanics of loop structure. We develop a LP energy function 
based on Bayesian Theorem and used it in selecting the loop structure from the loop decoys. The results 
suggest that the LP energy function will be useful for selection loop structure form loop decoys and 
protein structure prediction. 
 
Figure2 1vfa_47-55 native structure (Left) and an incorrect structure (Right) from the decoys. 
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Enclosed 1 :PDB codes of the 242 proteins used for compilation of layer potential energy function. 
1ax8 1bob 1aua 1a0p; 1a8y; 1ad6; 1bp1; 1b0m; 1a7j; 1an8; 1dar; 1euu; 1ihp; 1fgs; 1juk;
1dlc 1c25 8ohm 2dpg; 1toh; 2gpr; 4lbd; 2omf; 3nll; 2liv; 1rlw; 2baa; 2sak; 2sli; 2tgi; 
1ash 1auq 1b54 1beo; 1br9; 1dhr; 1dhy; 1goh; 1irk; 1kte; 1kvs; 1lba; 2std; 1maz; 1pea;
1rmd 1ryt 1tul 1ygs; 1zxq; 5eau; 1tfr; 1uok; 1vid; 1vin; 2ilb; 2pgd; 2pia; 2plc; 3cla;
1a6q 1a8h 1bol 1btn; 1bvl; 1cfb; 1esc; 1gky; 1hoe; 1lki; 1msc; 1pbv; 1poc; 1rmg; 1sra;
1a8l 1ail 1aj2 1ak1; 1alu; 1bea; 1bgp; 1bxe; 1ceo; 1dfx; 1dxy; 1ecl; 1edt; 1fua; 1idk;
1lou 1mai 1neu 1opy; 1phm; 1rec; 1rss; 1rsy; 1skz; 1who; 3tdt; 2phy; 2pth; 3vub; 5p21;
1a48 1ak0 1bg0 1bg2; 1bg7; 1bu8; 1byb; 1dun; 1fit; 1lcl; 1lml; 1mml; 1nfn; 1pot; 1pty;
1pud 1qnf 1rkd 1sfp; 1tib; 1uch; 1uxy; 1v39; 1vls; 1zrn; 2abk; 2dpm; 2gar; 3gcb; 4bcl;
1a8i 1al3 1azo 1bdo; 1bg6; 1c3d; 1chd; 1hal; 1hxn; 1lbu; 1nln; 1tfe; 1thv; 1uae; 2acy;
1ads 1ako 1aqb 1cem; 1cnv; 1dhn; 1erv; 1fdr; 1fds; 1gso; 1ido; 1jer; 1kid; 1pdo; 1pmi;
1sbp 1vcc 1vjs 1wab; 2gdm; 3chy; 6cel; 119l; 2a0b; 2ayh; 2qwc; 3cyr; 3pte; 4xis; 153l;
1a3c 1a3h 1a8e 1aru; 1bfg; 1bkf; 1dad; 1edg; 1kuh; 1moq; 1nfp; 1nif; 1nox; 1phg; 1ppn;
1rzl 1smd 1zin 1rie; 1tca; 1whi; 1xnb; 2cba; 2eng; 2hbg; 2mcm; 2rn2; 2sns; 3ezm; 8abp;
1a62 1aie 1b4v 1brt; 1cyo; 1ezm; 1g3p; 1hfc; 1hta; 1koe; 1kpf; 1lit; 1np4; 1opd; 1orc;
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1aba 1amm 1arb 1atg; 1bgf; 1bk0; 1bxa; 1fus; 1nxb; 1oaa; 1ppt; 1utg; 1ycc; 2ctc; 2end;
1poa 1ra9                           
 
